DUAL SHADES REINVENTED
Experience innovative design by independently
controlling two shades, with one chain

ADVANCED
ENGINEERED
DESIGN
This functional system has reinvented dual shades to be
a stylish, sophisticated system that seamlessly integrates
into any setting. It’s time to forget what you know about
dual shades. The only one of its kind.

UNIQUE DUAL CASSETTE 100mm x 135mm
The contemporary aluminium cassette neatly houses two shades, concealing
components and maintaining a neat over-all look. The cassette is completed
with colour-matched covers and slimline mounting clips for a seamless
finish and minimal light gap. ‘Anti-rattle’ design features provide quiet
operation for a pleasant user experience.

AUTO-RISE
Aero is a ground-breaking roller shade series that boasts an ‘Auto-rise’
feature with built-in decelerator, self-rising with a light pull of the hem
bar or chain in one system (or hem bar only for Chain free configuration).
The shades will automatically stop at your pre-set desired position.
The Chain system allows for weight bar override for control at any time.

ONE CHAIN TWO SHADES
Innovative design provides a minimal look requiring only one chain
for the system. Thanks to the intricately designed mechanisms you
can independently control two shades with one chain to lower or raise
either shade.

Life Cycle tested to ensure product
longevity. Qualified through strict
internal design process.
Universal boosters for either
left or right-handed controls for
reduced inventory.
Built-in decelerator for a smooth
and controlled ascent.

Top and bottom limit setting for
simplified installation and refined
user experience. Easily set limits
with the press of a button.
Simple maintenance of tension
settings.

SPECIFICATIONS

AERO DUAL CONFIGURATIONS, CAPACITY & DIMENSIONS

AERO DUAL CHAIN

AERO DUAL CHAIN FREE

103mm
(4.06”)

up to 3m widths (10ft)

135mm
(5.31”)

up to 3m drop (10ft)

AERO SINGLE SHADE CONFIGURATION

COLOR RANGE

White

AERO SINGLE CHAIN

Silver
Gray

Black

AERO SINGLE CHAIN FREE

Aero Single adopts all the functional features of the Dual;
auto-rise, chain or weight bar control, and a smooth
built-in decelerator. This single shade can be enhanced
with our sleek CF90 cassette, a stylish single shade
cassette to match the dual shade cassette, bringing
consistency across the range.
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